BLOCKCHAIN Solutions in Supply Chain

Disclaimer
This presentation contains summary information about PlatinumDEX (UK) Limited, as at June 2020. The information in this presentation is of general
background and contains an overview and summary of certain data selected by the management of PlatinumDEX. It does not purport to be
complete.
This presentation is not a prospectus, disclosure document or offering document under the law of any jurisdiction. It is for informational purposes
only. This presentation is not investment or financial product advice (nor tax, accounting or legal advice) and is not intended to be used for the basis
of making an investment decision. A recipient must make their own independent investigations, consideration and evaluation of PlatinumDEX and
the offer and PlatinumDEX recommends that investors should obtain their own professional advice before making any investment decisions in the
company.
This document has been prepared based on information available at the time of presentation. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is
made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation or any omission from
this presentation or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any person. While reasonable care has
been taken to ensure that facts stated in this presentation are accurate and/or that the opinions expressed are fair and reasonable, no reliance can
be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in this document or its completeness.
To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither PlatinumDEX nor their respective officers, directors, employees, advisors and agents, nor any
other person, accepts any liability as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express
or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from this presentation or any omission from this presentation or of any other written or oral
information or opinions provided now or in the future to any person.

Some of the statements appearing in this presentation are in the nature of forward looking statements. You should be aware that such statements
are predictions based on assumptions, and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Those risks and uncertainties include factors and risks
specific to the industry in which PlatinumDEX operates as well as general economic conditions, prevailing exchange rates and interest rates and
conditions in the financial markets and other factors that are in some cases beyond PlatinumDEX’s control. As a result, any or all of the
PlatinumDEX’s forward-looking statements in this presentation may turn out to be inaccurate.

Supply Chain Decentralised Network

Utilising Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) enables storing of
new transactions in a distributed, decentralised network after
validation by peers.
Each transaction is secured by cryptography, verified, immutable
and tamper-proof.
Apart from the Cost Efficiency benefits, DLT for supply chains
introduces transparency, trust and disintermediation as key value
propositions.

Transparency

DLT improves the visibility in value chains, as it discloses
transaction data (e.g. an accurate digitised record of a text, an
image, an audio file etc.) to parties within the DLT network.
Using a DLT-based solution for supply chain will improve
transparency and reduce information asymmetry. As all the
involved parties can access data simultaneously and at any
time, transactions along the supply chain are no longer
opaque.

Traceability

The DLT solution provides a visibility of every
transaction in the value chain including all the parties as
well as other information.
The ability to perform according to contract and
requirement is captured by DLT, building trust. Smart
contracts, programmed to trigger only after a predefined action has happened, verify adherence to the
agreements by partners.
This ensures integrity.

Disintermediation

Cost Efficiency Benefits

DLT reduces the need for intermediation in the value
chain as trust and transparency are enhanced.

Transparency creates cost savings by enabling evidencebased performance evaluation of value chain partners,
supporting managers’ decision-making process and
reducing the power of expensive third-party suppliers.

Without the technology intermediaries have a too
powerful role in mediating between transaction
partners.

Security

DLT’s intrinsic capabilities are to provide a level of data
confidentiality, integrity and availability, exactly like other IT
systems. However, further stringent security controls and
standards are needed for protection from cyber-attack.
Our proposed SaaS solution will be hosted in PlatinumDEX secure
sites in the UK, ensuring high availability.
AI & ML algorithms check for anomalies throughout the supply
chain in real-time.
Our unique proposition combines our DLT solution with an
Internet of Things (loT) device for the logistics and supply chain
ecosystem. Added value is created by securing the nodes, even
to the extent of protecting the IoT device itself

Our Core Digital Ledger Technology Team

Alexander Rogan CEO and Founder

Pavel Fedorov CBDO and Co-founder.

Alexander has over 30 years of
experience in global markets,
supply chain, advising investment
banks and hedge funds on the
highest level of trends and
practises, such as protecting high
value Fintech, virtual enterprise and
e-commerce from cyber-attack and
intrusion. He is an expert in
implementing Intelligence and
Integrity programs, monitoring
worldwide events and news that
may affect any of the integrity of
the client’s infrastructure and serves
as the primary point of contact for
all intelligence collection and
dissemination.

Pavel has over 17- years’ experience
working for major investment banks
including Troika Dialog, BCS Financial
Group, Maxwell Capital and several
private investment boutiques.
He has been a serial entrepreneur in
fintech projects since 2013 and worked
in the blockchain ecosystem since 2015.
The best-known being BANKEX, a
tokenisation platform for real assets.
Pavel holds degrees from Moscow
University of Information Technology,
Electronic and Automatic Industries. He
has master’s in both Economics and
Engineering.

Arsenii Pechenkin
founder

CA and Co-

Arsenii has been working in the
FinTech ecosystem since 2014 as
developer and solution architect. He
has concentrated primarily on
decentralised finance DeFi for the
last 3 years. He created an MVP for
a decentralised mortgage system
for the Russian government, built on
Corda digital ledger technology. He
designed
an
MVP
for
the
digitisation
of
the
Georgian
electricity market; for African
cadastral land registration plus
payment gateways for private
FinTech on blockchain, accepting
BTC, ETH, Waves, LTC, etc.

What we can do for you

Our team of serial FinTech/Blockchain entrepreneurs and
developers have more than 8 years in FinTech and over 4 years
in blockchain solutions development

We’re use the most popular and effective private blockchain in
the financial sector.
We have an experience building platforms for logistics and
supply chain, transport insurance, digital mortgages, blockchainbased registries, digital assets backed by real estate and other
assets, etc.
We build the fully regulated, complex solution, making it fast,
stable and secured from hack and fraud.
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